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What we will cover 

• About the PHINE CoI 

• Why CABA? 

• Introduction to the Health Asset Profile 

• Embedding Asset approaches in JSNA 

• Community Asset Mapping in Wakefield 

• How PHINE can work with you 
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PHINE 
• PHINE is a Community of Improvement for those with an 

interest in knowledge and intelligence.  

• Membership is targeted at all local authority analysts in 

public health.  

• Priorities are to: 

• Provide a forum for information exchange and networking 

• Ensure data access to key data sources 

• Identify common training needs and contribute to continuing 

professional development in data and intelligence of specialist 

PHI and wider business teams 

• Agree a shared work programme to identify potential areas for 

joint work between PHE and LA public health teams in order to 

maximise efficiency and reduce duplication  -  Community Asset 

Based Approaches… 

 

 



A focus on assets – why now? 

Harnessing the ‘renewable energy’ of patients and 

communities is no longer a ‘discretionary extra’ but is key 

to the sustainability of health and care services.    (5YFV 

NHSE, 2014) 

 

‘In a period of economic restraint, it is vital that local 

government and the NHS obtain economic and social value 

from the services they deliver’ (NHSE/PHE (2015) 

  

 

‘ 



A focus on assets in JSNA   

With increasing attention on what councils and the NHS 

cannot do, it is vital to gain clarity on what the 

organisations and people of each area can do  

 



Aligns with    

• Place shaping role of LAs 

• Duties and ambitions of the Care Act (2014) and Five 

Year Forward View (2014) reforms, including  

o Personalised, self directed care 

o Patient choice and involvement   

o Place based planning and commissioning health and care   

o New models of integrated care  

o ‘Think Local, Act Personal’  

• Can inform HIAP and HEA 



A traditional intelligence view of need… 

Community-centred and asset-based approaches 



A national picture  

• PHE developed the ‘Health Asset Profile’ 

• 65 suggested indicators – only 28 with valid data 

• Uses Fingertips platform, so easy to use and can also be 

directly linked to digital JSNA 

• This is a pilot, unfinished and more data and indicators 

will be added and potential align to the ‘Wider 

Determinants Tool’ 
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9 https://fingertips.phe.org.uk/profile/comm-assets 





The Kirklees Joint Strategic 

Assessment: Shifting the balance 

from needs to assets 

Helen Bewsher 



http://observatory.kirklees.gov.uk/jsna 

Highlighting assets from the front page onwards…. 

http://observatory.kirklees.gov.uk/jsna


Consistent approach to updating each KJSA section 

Replaced by  ‘Local 

assets and people 

helping people’ 

i.e.  Start with what’s strong not what’s wrong. 

What would an asset-based approach to this 

issue/ condition/ group look like? 



Forthcoming indicator tables… 

Approximately half of all 

the indicators will be 

‘asset’ indicators 



An example of visualising assets alongside 

needs… 



A dedicated section on community assets and 

‘people helping people’ in Kirklees… 



We have included some headlines on local assets in the ‘Kirklees 

Overview’ section (summary of key issues/ challenges for Kirklees). 

This section is updated annually and approved by the Health and 

Wellbeing Board… 



Strong 

Wrong 

Increasing 

life 

expectancy 

Dependenc

y ratio 

Increasing 

healthy life 

expectancy 

Ageing with 

multiple 

long-term 

conditions 

Ongoing 

inequalities 

The changing population 

Population 

diversity 

Strong 

Wrong 

School 

readiness 

Infant 

mortality 

Children’s 

wellbeing 

and 

resilience 

Childhood 

obesity 

Ongoing 

inequalities 

Collaborativ

e ways of 

working 

with 

children 

and families 

Starting well 

Strong 

Wrong 

Confidence 

managing 

health 

conditions 

Obesity and 

diet related 

diseases 

Resilience 

Increasing 

mental 

health 

problems 

Poverty and 

low-wage 

economy 

Diverse 

community 

assets for 

lifelong 

learning 

Living well 

Strong 

Wrong 

Carers are 

local assets 

Growing 

numbers 

with 

complex 

needs 

Local 

networks 

and 

resources 

for self-care 

Dementia 

 

Social 

isolation 

Volunteerin

g levels 

Ageing well 

… shifting to a ‘what’s strong/ what’s wrong’ 

approach… 



What potential need 

has the KJSA 

highlighted? 

 

 

 

What sort of things 

might work? 

 

Ideas that: 

 

What is the gap between 

what we know is happening 

and the issue? 

 

What other assets and 

support are there? 

 

What might be helping? 

 

Remember each idea should: 

- Provide opportunities for people to have a 

say 

- Build people’s skills and knowledge 

- Enable people to interact more with others 

 Template used to support discussions about 

what’s strong and what’s wrong in local 

communities (can be place, issue or population 

group based) 



The Kirklees Joint Strategic Assessment: Shifting the 

balance from needs to assets 

In a nutshell… 

 Getting approval from the Health & Wellbeing Board 

 Acknowledging that JSNA is both a process and a product 

 Pro-active and supportive steering  group 

 Working out what  is meant by assets and asset-based JSNA 

MPH dissertation – review of JSNAs – what does an asset-based 

JSNA actually look like?! 

 Putting theory into practice – it’s not easy! Testing out some tools, 

templates and approaches. 

 Lack of coherent and coordinated approach to updating, 

‘mapping’ and sharing information about local assets 

 Asset-based JSNA needs to be part of system-wide shift to 

asset-based/ strength –based approaches 



Community Asset Mapping in Wakefield 

using SHAPE 
Shane Mullen 

• SHAPE is a national web-enabled, evidence based toolkit, designed to 

inform and support the strategic planning of services and assets across a 

whole health economy.  

• The SHAPE tool can be adapted and applied locally to map community 

assets in the form of localised dashboards. The use of SHAPE was piloted 

in 3 areas:  

• Birmingham substance misuse recovery service 

• Wakefield LA 

• South Tees Macmillan service 
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Digital mapping of assets 

From this… 



…to this 

Uses the 5 ways to wellbeing 

to categorise and display 

assets 



Supporting info 

such as service 

description, 

contact details 

can be included 



Allows services to 

also be 

categorised by 

type 



Maps indicators 

eg survey 

findings or IMD 



Indicators can be mapped alongside 

the physical assets to look at 

needs/demands against services 

In this slide, 60% of residents in the 

ward highlighted wanted to be more 

active. The map shows the location of 

sites that were classified as 

supporting ‘Being Active’ 



Supports a focus on various 

geographies eg Ward 



Community-centred and asset-based approaches 

The interactive map is embedded 

into their digital JSNA 



Over to you… 
1.Come up and stand where you think your 

organisation is on the spectrum of being needs 

or asset focussed?  

2.Those who standing mostly on the needs side, 

please discuss what are the barriers to taking a 

asset approach.  

3.Those who are standing more on the asset side 

please discuss what has been the enabler  

4.For those in the middle please discuss how you 

could work with PHINE to support your move 

towards an asset based approach 
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Contacts 

Barbara Coyle,  PHE LKIS              

barbara.coyle@phe.gov.uk 

Helen Bewsher,  Kirklees Council 

Helen.bewsher@kirklees.gov.uk 

Shane Mullen, Wakefield Council    

smullen@wakefield.gov.uk 

Louise Garnett, North Lincolnshire 

Louise.Garnett@northlincs.gov.uk 
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